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FIGHTING DESTABILIZATION
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CINCINNATI—The recent convention of the
United Mine Workers here posed many sharp
problems for the rank and file movement.
The big question .is, can the rank and file
forge a unity that can regain the union's
momentum, solve a crisis in leadership and
drive a- hard bargain in the 1977 negotia
tions?

We feel that it can be done. But the error
of dissolving the Miners
in 1972 must be overcome.
challenges, the rank and
effective organization.

rank and'file
in 1972, the coal
heaven and earth
militant, but

’ the UMWA.

The 1973 convention rewrote
tion to provide mineworkers
most democratic, rank and file controlled
unions in the nation. But while democracy
brought a new day for the rank ar file,
it failed to solve the problems created by
a determined band of Boyle hangovers, bent

The United Mine Workers are beset by big
problems. From
administration
operators have
to destabilize
inexperienced leadership of

by JIM WILLIAMS and
JOE NORRICK
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on destroying the rank and file.

The 1972 elections that threw out the Boyle
gang were not decisive in the sense that
45 percent of those voting voted for Tony .
Buyie;-a'Tflajofity’ of the Intel-national Exec
utive Board remained in the hands of Boyle
loyalists.

Every step forward taken by the'rank and
file has met opposition from the coal opera
tors and their friends in the Boyle camp.
In the coal fields this process,was acce.l-
"erated when the coal companies began to hire
phoney ultra-leftists whose main task was
to "get Miller."

THE RANK & FILE HOLDS IT GROUND

At the 1976 UMWA convention, this combina
tion of forces was- emboldened by dissatis
faction in the mine fields where the opera
tors have tried to blame Miller for the
disruption they themselves have caused.
The operators have been further emboldened
by the defection of UMWA Vice President
Mike Trbovich, a vain, embittered indi
vidual who has now cast his lot with the
Boyle forces, and IEB member Karl Kafton.A DIFFERENT KIND OF UNION

UE conven or
'a breath
Over the years, LABOR TODAY has had many
opportunities to work with members and
officers of the United Electrical Workers.
They've written articles for LABOR TODAY,
attended our workshops and, when asked,
have been generous with advice and encour
agement. In the course of it all, we've
come to recognize that UE—the United
Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers of
America (UE)—is a different kind of a
union. But it took a visit to UE's 41st
Convention in Cleveland to understand what
it is—and is not—that makes UE different.

Beginning with the UAW Economic Convention
in March, members of LABOR TODAY'S staff
have attended eight union conventions this
•ear and none had prepared us for the UE
convention.

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE

By most standards, UE, with its 160,000
members, is a small union, and a UE conven
tion is a small convention. Delegates to a
UE convention look like delegates at any
other convention. They're younger and older;

an a.iu women; tsracK, Brown and white. But
there's a difference: Some 95 percent of
the delegates in Cleveland came directly
from the shop-and factory floor. There
were staffers at the convention but they
were not wearing delegate badges. None of
them sat at the delegate's tables as en
forcers for the Administration.

In many ways, all conventions are the same:
There's a State of the Union Address—
and President Fitzgerald made one to the
UE convention. There are resolutions and
constitutional amendments—and there were
resolutions and constitutional amendments
at the UE convention. There is a convention
banquet, a tour of a- factory and maybe a
bailgame—and the UE convention was no dif
ferent. (For whatever it's worth to our
readers, LABOR TODAY left the convention
convinced that Albert Fitzgerald is an un
reconstructed Yankee fan.)

But, from the opening gavel one felt the
difference. No delegate Was "put down" from
the podium. There were no calls for the pre-

(continued on page 3)

Given this gang-up of forces, it was little
wonder that the UMWA convention was thrown
into disruption and confusion at the begin
ning. It took days before the rank and file
could rally and restore order and direction.

the infighting that took place dur-
first few days, when it looked touch
Arnold Miller held his ground backed
and filers. In the opinion of most,
out of the convention ahead. Miller's

were humbled,

Despite
ing the
and go,
by rank
he came ______
opponents, especially Trbovich, were humble1
as the rank and file regrouped and rejected
the attempts at disruption and the extreme
red-baiting attacks of Trbovich and LeRoy
Patterson's followers. Patterson, a Boyle
hold-over on the IEB, is an announced
candidate for President of the UMWA.

Because 1977 is the year for major coal ne
gotiations, the delegates moved to advance
the scheduled elections for officers to
June, 1977. The delegates wanted the coal
operators to know that their President will
have a clear mandate in negotiations. Mil
ler has said that he will run again for
election, but there are some strong pres
sures on UMWA Secretary-Treasurer Harry
Patrick by some sections of the rank and
file to run for President also. Many view
Patrick as a stabilizing force who could
hold the union together.

However, the threat of a three-wav
between Miller, Patrick and Pattei-c °e
allow the Boyle forces to re-take the C°?ld

(continued On nao®
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R&F miners (continued from page 1)

and set back the clock., 'rhe rank and file
must demand that its leaders unite around a
common program.

HARD-HITTING RESOLUTIONS

The 1977 negotiations were in the forefront
of the delegates' concern at the convention.
They passed a hard-hitting set of resolu
tions aimed at,curbing the power of the coal
operators. Among these were:

Direct participation o. rank and file
miners in the actual coal negotiations.
No other national bargaining has this
feature.

The endorsement of the six-hour day, five-
day week, with no cut in pay.

Providing the right to strike over un
settled grievances, and reforming the
cumbersome grievance procedure that has
led to long rank and file strikes in the
last two years.

This cumbersome procedure was complicated
by foot-dragging by the coal companies
and backed up by wholesale injunctions
by coal field judges who are in the pock
ets of the coal bosses. Given those cir
cumstances, the miners refused to work
under unsafe and intolerable conditions
and struck to protest conditions and the
use of injunctions to enforce the opera
tors’ will.

The coal operators, who were forced to yield'
substantial economic gains in the last con
tract, are bound and determined to prevent
gains in 1977. That is why they have been
trying to wreck the union from right and
"left " (U.S. Steel, particularly, has
been hiring "radicals" from Berkeley to

spout anti-Miller doctrines in the mine
fields. They want to force an ENA-type
settlement in their mines.) ■>

tract covering all miners. Recently, some
coal companies, like AMAX and North Ameri
can Coal, have left the BCOA. Others may
follow.

This could force the union into the diffi
cult situation of negotiating several con
tracts simultaneously. A union that is
weakened by dissention and limited staff
would face a hard road in bargaining. This
Ls the central danger in 1977.

WESTERN COAL MUST BE UMWA COAL!

. The mine bosses also want to scuttle union
attempts to organize in the growing west
ern coal fields. Although the Anpalachian
coal fields are the main center of coal
production, the trend is clearly toward the
western coal fields. Wyoming, for example,
has grown from 3 million tons a year in
1965 to 25 million tons in 1975! The UMWA's
bargaining power can only be maintained
if western coal is UMWA coal.

Thus, the major defeat suffered at the con
vention was the r 'iction of a proposal to
launch a major ■■■; ■ tizing drive with 100
new organizers about $3 million. Opposi
tion by the Boyle forces, confusion and the
failure of the Miller leadership to adequate
ly explain and fight for the proposal led to
its defeat.

Part of the mine owners' strategy may be to
try and splinter the centralized bargaining
structure that grew up under John L. Lewis.
Lewis forced the scattered coal companies
to join the Bituminous' Coal .Operators
Association (BCOA) and negotiate one con-
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THE OLD RED HERRING

The main tool used by the coal operators
and the Boyle forces in causing dissention
in the Mine Workers is red-baiting.
Trbovich, in his speech to the delegates,
charged that the union was being run by
"socialistic, communistic and revolution
ary elements." He set off a highly charged
period of anti-communist hysteria that damn
near wrecked the convention,.caused the ex
pulsion of some reporters and a witch-hunt
among the delegates for "communists."

rb /

Red-baiting and anti-communism will certain
ly be a major campaign tool of LeRoy Patter
son and Mike Trbovich, who has said he would
run for Vice President on Patterson's slate.
Not only will they attack Miller and his
staff, they will attack every genuine rank
and filer. The phoney ultra-lefts in the
coal fields w'’’.! perform their function as
grist for this mill.

The experience of the UMWA provides many
lessons for rank and filers. By dissolving
the rank and file organization, Miners for
Democracy, after the 1972 election, the
lendershin lost an important mechanism for

rank and file input into the administra
tion. An active rank and file leadership
organization could have provided necessary
support in the coal fields during the
strikes, easing some of the pressures upon
the administration.

It is one thing for the rank and file to
win an election. The hard job of actually
running the union requires even more organ
ization and leadership if the goals of the
rank and file are to be won in practice.



Mass protest bv tr’ ' ■ women's and
civil rights organizations have temporaril--
blocked a plan by the U.S. Labor Dep’artmen :
to gut affirmative action programs. Last
month, LABOR TODAY reported that the Office
of Federal Contract Compliance had proposed
new regulations that would weaken and des
troy programs that forced contractors doing
business with the federal government to
hire and up-grade women and minorities.
Roughly one-third of the working population
are covered by these programs.

Following mass protests, OFCC spokesmen now
say the proposed changes will HOT go into
effect November 17, but will await the out
come of public hearings to be held in a num
ber of cities. Groups wishing to participate
or to send their view should contact the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Pro
grams, U.S. Department of Labors Washingtru.
D.C.

But a new move by the Equal Employment Op
portunity Commission threatens to wreck the
remaining government effort to enforce fair
hiring practices.

The EEOC is the main government agency
enforcing Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act, which prohibits discrimination in
employment. Understaffed and underfunded
from its beginning, it now has a total case
backload of about 120,000 cases. Presently,
the EEOC is working on cases filed in 1974.

One way to handle the situation would be
to hire more staff to handle the work.

Instead, the EEOC proposes to cut tne back
log.by cutting down the number of complaints
it must handle by making it more difficult
to file charges against an unfair employer.

By making it more difficult to file charges,
the EEOC feels that it will cut down on new
cases by causing aggrieved persons to "drop
out of line." People who file charges will
be contacted by letter, after they fill out
a questionnaire. If they fail to respond,
the charge will be automatically dropped.
The EEOC privately figures this procedure, 

combined with poor mail service, will lop
off at least twenty-five percent of.the
complaints.

A new "rapid process" complaint system pro
poses that EEOC make not effort to deter
mine the facts in the case beyond the em
ployee's statement and the company’s re
sponse, if the company chooses to respond.
An EEOC official has stated: "We just
can't do Sherlock Holmes investigations
of all these charges and its time we said
so."

Other features of the proposals include _
stepped up conciliation procedures. If the
employer is not willing to conciliate, or
has made a "reasonable offer," the EEOC

UE coxkvexvtioxi (.continued from page 1)

vious question, no disruption, no "quick
gavels," no attempt to stampede the conven
tion. Completely absent was the tension,
that feeling of a void between leadership
and membership, that is so obvious in most
conventions.

The General Officers sat in on convention
committees and visited and talked to dele
gates in an atmosphere of mutual trust and
respect—and why not? UE conventions are
annual events. Members of convention com
mittees are selected at the convention,
from the convention, and by the convention.
UE officers stand for election each year.
(The delegates, with the support of UE's
three top officers, rejected an amendment
to the constitution that would have made the
term of office two years.) And, at salaries
of about $17,500 a year, everyone recognized
that UE officers earn their money.

Most conventions have a jillion guest speak
ers who drone on and on to an empty house.
But at UE it’s different: Three speakers,
that's all. A speaker from UE of Canada;
Prexy Nesbitt, an expert on African affairs

who spoke on recent and future developments
in southern Africa;' and Seymour -Melman, well
known authority on disarmament and peace;
Not a single candidate for office, no rep
resentative of the Carter-Mondale ticket
(and no endorsement, either), no Democratic
party hack with promises of- instant salva
tion.

THE CENTRAL THEME

The convention hall was decked with two ban
ners—ORGANIZE THE UNORGANIZED and UNITE
OUR INDUSTRY. Together they underscored the
central theme of the convention. And well
they should. GE, the industry giant and 9th
largest U.S. corporation, now has some 70
unorganized plants across the country. The
heavy turbine industry has begun moving into
the open-shop havens of the south. Electrical
manufacturers are in the van of the union
busting offensive that is directed against
all workers everywhere. As UE's Director of
Organization put it to the delegates, "Labor
is in a race against time. Either we organ
ize or the corporations and the politicians
will drag us down."

UE has a small staff, relatively low dues
and per capita. It has pledged to "continue
to commit the major portion of UE's
resources to organizing the unorganized."
That's some of what sets UE apart from the
rest of the pack and makes a living reality
nF th*' .'17 first adopted in March of
1936:

investigator is authorized to make a "final
offer to conciliate" or accent the company's
offer. The matter is to be dropped if not
settled immediately.

The new procedures also place the burden
of proof upon the charging party. When the
aggrieved employee cannot obtain it, the
investigator will drop the case.

The EEOC will also cut back on "class
action charges" brought by organizations
and unions on behalf of individuals, by
giving this power to EEOC district direc
tors, who are unlikely to act.

The EEOC will also cut back its pre-charge
counseling program, in which aggrieved
persons are interviewed and then assist?’
in making out charges.•

The EEOC is also beginning an administra
tive- review of its backlog of 1^0,000
cases—to be closed administratively where
possible, to be made on minimum evidence,
and to avoid actual field investigations.

The .iew actions by the EEOC have brought
an angry response from civil rights orga.-<-
zations. The National Organization for
Women has brought suit to block the new
regulations and to force EEOC to conduct
adequate investigations of charges.

The EEOC move also came under fire from
the National Coordinating Committee for
Trade Union Action and Democracy and Women
for Racial and Economic Equality (WREE)

"We form an organization Which unites all
workers in our industry on an industrial
basis, and rank and file control, regard
less of craft, age, sex, nationality,
race, creed or political beliefs, and
pursue at all times a policy of aggres
sive struggle to improve our conditions."

We think we have a better understanding of
why UE is different. We hope our readers
do also.

™ls.no a.ccldent that this move
E8°c “ “J1”8 P-’ce “
the Labor Department’s Office of ,at
Contract Compliance is seeking to 1
affirmative action Programs," said TOAD’

Fleld OrSani*er Fred GabouS ®
The big corporations are doing everv*

thing in their power to turn the
back on affirmative action so that-
can continue to rake in super C '
on discrimination." P obits based



SOME LESSONS OF THE ’76 NEGOTIATIONS

the ratmDg and f fiD® fim aci n ,
. fey 1MD GABOWY

As 1976 began, the official count put the
number of unemployed at 7.3 million. Real
wages stood at the level of May 1965. And
millions of workers were headed for the
bargaining table in a confrontation that
pitted some of the nation's largest, best
organized unions against some of the
nation's, richest, and most powerful corpor
ation.;.

• in March, the Teamiter's sign*’ m-.ster
agreements covering workers in more than
'’,900 cartage anc. Peking firms.

• By late April, things got sticky when the
"Big Four" tire makers refused to budge
from a gut-robbing offer and 70,000 members
of the United Rubber Workers walked off the
job in what became a 141-day strike.

• The United Electrical Workers, the Inter
national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
and the International Union of Electrical
Workers got their turn in May when they,
together with 10-11 other unions, took on
General Electric, Westinghouse and the rest
of the electrical manufacturing industry.

• As summer ended, the Amalgamated Meat
Cutters and Butcher Workmen settled their
national contracts in the packinghouse In
dus try.

• The 1976 round of collective bargaining
ended with negotiations between the United
Auto Workers, the auto industry and the
agricultural-implement manufacturers where
about 200,000 workers struck the Ford Motor
Company and the (John) Deere Company.

All in all, an impressive year and the time
has come to ask: ."How did we do? How well
did we take care of the1problems of unemploy
ment and declining living standards?"

NOTHING BUT CATCH UP

Generally speaking, wage increases negotia
ted in 1976 will not stop the skid in real
wages. Sixty, sixty-five, even eighty-five
cents an hour first-year increases look
big. But most of these increases went to
catch up—nobody got ahead of the game.

The last time these contracts had been
negotiated was in 1973 when Phase III wage
controls limited increases to 5.5 percent.
(UAW contracts were settled under Phase
IV and they included a so-called "uncapped"
cost of living allowance (COLA) based on a
one-cent per hour increase for every three-
tenths of one percent rise in the.Consumer
Price Index. This formula generated about
$1.25 per hour over the three-year term of
the contract, but even so., the real wages
of UAW production workers slipped between
1973 and 1976.)

In order for real wages to be maintained—
to say nothing of raising them—wage
increases must keep pace with both rising
prices and increases in taxes. By that
standard, none of the wage increases and
cost of living allowances negotiated this
year fill the bill—no contract negotiated
in 1976 bettered the 1973 UAW formula. By
the time these contracts expire in 1979,
the real wages (and, therefore, the stand
ard of living) of the workers covered by
them will have declined. Some more, some
less—but all will decline. Worse yet,
millions of workers were denied the pro
tection that comes with unions strong
enough to negotiate national agreements.
They were forced to settle for a measly
20-25 cents an hour this year and three-
year packages less than half those won in
basic industry. These settlements, in
industries where wages were already notor

iously low, guarantee that millions of U.S.
workers will be driven into the ranks of
the working poor.

When it comes to the question of forcing
the corporations to reduce the number of
unemployed by providing more jobs, the
record is downright dismal. None of the
contracts negotiated in 1976 addressed
themselves to this question and only UE__
attempted to give it any priority. Compul
sory overtime was not challenged where
it existed. Hours of labor were not reduced.
Ballyhoo aside, those "additional-days off"
negotiated by the UAW will not return a
single unemployed auto worker to the
assembly line.

So, it's not surprising that Corporate
American is feeling pretty good. In January
they were talking about making 1976 "a year
of compromise." By October, -they were sit
ting back, smoking their cigars and saying,
in the words of Albert J. Rees, Nixon's
former director of the Council on Wage and
Price Stability: "It wasn't a bad year.
Given the number of major settlements that
were up we did pretty well."

IT DIDN'T HAVE TO HAPPEN!

So much for what happened. Now for some
why;

Three elements came together to limit the
gains made during the 1976 contract bar
gaining :

O In the first place, the corporations were
determined to hold the line. They know
where profits come from and they hoped to
be able to use the long lines of the unem
ployed to keep profits high. Any way you
look at it, the bosses played their cards
well: They had President Ford beating the
drum of "responsibility." They had the
Democratic Party and Jimmy Carter talking
about "lowered expectations." They kept
their phoney racist offensive rolling with
uproars about "busing" and "reverse dis
crimination." They had their gaggle of
paid hucksters warning of the threat of a
new round of inflation.

O Secondly, none of the basic premises be
hind this corporate blitzkrieg was chal
lenged by the dominant sections of labor
leadership. The year was hardly begun be
fore we were being told that "we'll have
to wait until next year when the Democrats
get elected." Worse yet, two events in
March—the acceptance by the IBT of a
three-year wage .increase of $1.35 and the
clear signal by the Woodcock leadership
that the UAW would not press for a shorter
work day—severely limited the options
available to the rank and file.

It didn't have to be that way. This year's
negotiations were not a walk away—it
wasn't amateur night at the bargaining
table. There were a number of short strikes

«====== Monthly levels of MAjtf1
percentage below Septenb^'

•••••••• Monthly levels of
percentage below SeptenW'

Who is recoveri
/I

From notes by FRANK ROSEN, President, PRC;-
District 11, United El^ctricil ’lorkers uer

wa«!
The graph above shows that factory worker This
employment has increased from the depres- July
sion levels of March, 1975, but at a much as 1
slower pace than the increase in production. whC

FOUR MORE YEARS
PLAINS, GA.—President-Elect Jimmy Carter
has apparently changed his mind, accord
ing to the WALL STREET JOURNAL. Carter
now says we can expect unemployment to re
main at about 7 percent until 19bO.
He told reporters he did not believe.this
conflicted with his campaign promises for
"jobs for all." 

in the trucking industry and there would
probably have been others were it not for
the fact that a two-thirds majority is
required to reject a Teamster settlement.
Westinghouse was shut down tight for a
week. The strikes at Ford and Deere
showed that auto workers were ready, will
ing and able to fight back. The heroic
four-month strike of rubber workers -proved
that the rank and file would respond to
militant, courageous leadership—that it
was possible to "win" in 1976.

liie third factor in the *76 negotiations
was the missing ingredient—the absence of
a rank and file movement with enough muscle
to make the leadership toe the line. The
movement for a reduction in hours with no
reduction in pay lacked the strength to
force a showdown on the only issue that
can deal with both declining real wages
and continued unemployment—and we settled
for less than-we needed. Worse yet, we
settled for less than we could have gotten.

Next year will be another big one. The Mine
Workers have put the shorter work day at
the top of their list of 1977 demands and
other unions may follow. To win, they'll
need all of the support that can be muster
ed.

There's one way that everybody can help.
Let's renew our efforts at building a
movement for shorter bourse Let every
reader of LABOR TODAY begin by taking the
fight to their local—NOW. After all, the
job you save may be your own!

'Page 4 LABOR TODAY December 1976



WE’RE ’CHEAP LABOR’ NOW

[ANY BELOW "LOW

the

MANY LIVE ON LESS

< 15,31?

why there

countries

This is only part of the picture. Ln most
countries, workers receive more attractive

Any changes in.these definitions
mean a change in the revision in

Starting next year every Swedish worker
will be given a five week vacation by law

The report says the U.S. wages and bene
fits increased 54 percent between 1970 and
1975--compared to 214 percent in Japan,
191 percent in Belgium, 120 percent in
Great Britain.

This study appeared in the conservative,
business-oriented magazine U.S. News and
World Report (Feb. 9, 1976), which hailed
the U.S./world disparity with the headline
"Cost of Labor Here and Abroad: A Turn in
America's Favor."

European workers are far ahead of American
workers in the matter of social security
and unemployment benefits as well.

In fact, wages of U.S. workers are now
behind those of five other industrialized
nations, figures from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics show.

(and more expensive) fringe benefits than
those in the United States.

American wage and fringe benefit increases
lag far behind those in Japan and many
European countries, a recent Swedish
survey shows.

But the press releases failed to list one
of the key items that has brought this
mighty transnational corporation to our
shores—cheap U.S. labor.

girl.
would

amount o’f income.

Workers in the countries studied are far
ahead of American workers in fringe bene
fits. While such benefits add about 26
percent to basic wages in the United
States, the magazine states that the
amount is 87 percent in Italy, 78 percent
in Austria, 65 percent in France, 63 per
cent in Belgium and 51 percent in West x
Germany.

for example, the wife works, the bud-
would have to be revised upwards since

As of mid-1976, the estimated hourly com
pensation of workers in Canada, West Ger
many, Belgium, Holland and Sweden were
all ahead of the U.S. worker. The average
worker in West Germany receives $6.27 an
hour compared to $6.07 in the U.S.

Explaining the overseas workers' gains,
the magazine cites "an American expert"
as saying, "that even in receding or stag
nant economies, workers are pushing for
more money to offset consumer price rises
that in many instances are unprecedented."

European workers get longer vacations
than those in the United States as well
as more paid-holidays.

o maintain a "lower" life-style in fall
975, a family of four would have needed
9,588. The budget for a "higher" standard
£ living was $22,294.

U.S. wages are now, on the average, less
than wages in West Germany.

BLS

if,
get
mdre money would be spent on transportation
meals eaten out, convenience foods and
other items that become necessary when both
parents work.

Figures cited in the magazine show that
real wages in Europe and Japan rose by
between 70 and 150 percent from 1960 to
now. In the United States, real wages

. rose by less than 20 percent over a 15
year period and are declining during
this recession.

French employers have to contribute an
amount equivalent to as much as 39 per
cent of a worker's income to social secur
ity programs. American employers contribute
only five percent. This helps explain why
there is such a heavy social security tax
burden on American workers and why there
is concern that the funds will run down.

ne Bureau of Labor Statistics computes
hese family budget standards each year
7 drawing up a list of the items a four-
>erson family would need to spend money
,n> including food, clothing, transporta
tion, rent or mortgage payments, taxes,
'nd medical care, and then pricing these
'tens.

All French workers get a month’s vacation
every year. In West Germany vacations are
at least four weeks long, but four out of
five workers, according to the U.S. News
story, are entitled to longer paid vaca-
.Cions based on age and length of service.

fand-iy ot tour, living, in an urban area
I the autumn of 1975, must have Had an
:ome of $15,318 in order to maintain an
ntermediate" standard of living, accord-
,g to figures released last week by the
ireau of Labor Statistics. This figure
epresents a 6.9 percent qlimb from the
all of 1974.

Average
ncrh-Favvn aye

Volkswagen's announcement that it will
build an assembly'plant for its "Rabbit"
in New Stanton, Pa., was followed by pled
ges of tax concessions and efforts by lo
cal and state authorities to upgrade area
roads and facilities—at no cost to VW.

3LS.
'hiqW&r

In July, 1976, man-hours
were still 17. below
level of September, 1974

Not only have workers in those
been keeping up with inflation, they have
also been pushing up their real wages, the
the amount of goods their money buys.

fACTURING production
1974 level.

jfacturing man.hours
'1974 level.

estimates are for a precisely defined
°tban family; a 38-year-old husband, em-
J °yed full-time, a non-working wife, a

year-old boy and an eight-year—old

iicttVITY, or output per man-hour contin
ue rise. Productivity in July, 1976,
a 2Z above the level of September, 1974.
jeans that 94 production workers in
of this year were producing as much

DC workers did in.September of 1974,
the depression began.

Europe, Japan gam
by JIM WILLIAMS

Co-Editor

BLS . >

<48554 4,588
<8,522

These figures must come as something of a
surprise to many working families who live
on considerably less than $15,318—and to
unemployed workers whose benefits do not
even come near the $9,588 necessary to
maintaina "lower" life-style.

<22,295

I
<5 0

a,

/X|| Lauxes Vw '975

qf September, 1974
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